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Vikan launches two new lengths in Ultra Hygienic Handle range 
 
Vikan, the global leader in hygienic cleaning tools and systems, launched two new lengths in its 
Ultra Hygienic Handle range in order to help customers better meet requirements in the food and 
beverage industry.  
 
Vikan’s Ultra Hygienic Handles are well-known in the food and beverage industry to be durable, 
lightweight, easy to work with and simple to clean. The addition of the two new lengths – 650 
mm and 1000 mm – means staff can now use the popular handles for a broader range of tasks. 
 
“Food and beverage production facilities present a huge variety of challenges,” said Jette Fru-
ergaard, Vikan’s Hygiene Product Manager. “The new sizes mean our customers can now find an 
Ultra Hygienic Handle for every task. We’ve also introduced new features to further improve grip 
and usability.” 
 
The new features include the introduction of the ergonomic vertical ridges, as seen in Vikan’s  
aluminium range, and an easy-to-clean matt finish. Both ensure better grip, even with wet or 
greasy hands. The new handles also have a smaller diameter – reduced from Ø 34 mm to Ø 32 
mm – making them more comfortable for a wider range of hand sizes. 
 
The handles in the Ultra Hygienic Handle range are compatible with all Vikan’s brooms, scrapers 
brushes and food handling tools. 
 
For more information about Vikan’s full range of handles, contact Vikan Customer Service at 
sales@vikan.co.uk, call us on +44 (0) 1793 71 67 60, or visit www.vikan.com. 
 
About Vikan 
Founded 120 years ago, Vikan is the world’s leading supplier of hygienic cleaning tools and  
systems for the food and beverage industry and other hygiene-sensitive environments. 

Headquartered in Copenhagen, Denmark, Vikan has amassed the industry’s largest and most-
thorough bank of hygiene and regulatory insights. It draws on its 120 years of experience and 
knowledge to develop the world’s most effective customer-focused professional cleaning tools 
and advisory services. 

Vikan provides its customers with professional tools, expert advice, functional design, superior 
quality and a pioneering spirit. 
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